By Car - coming from Karlsruhe or Basel on Autobahn A5
Leave the A5 at exit “Freiburg Nord”. Turn left at the traffic light, direction „Freiburg/Waldkirch/ Glottertal“. After 4 km take the exit, direction “Freiburg”. The first exit will take you into the “Industriegiebiet Nord”. Take the far left lane and turn left at the first traffic light into Hans-Bunte-Straße. After approx. 200 meters turn right and drive through Gate 4/TKD-Micronas areal onto the visitor parking.

By Car – coming on the road B31a
Driving on the road B31a, direction „Freiburg“, take the exit „Offenburg/Industriegiebiet Nord“. Follow the road in direction “Offenburg/Industriegiebiet Nord“. After approx. 8 km exit into Hans-Bunte-Straße. After approx. 200 meters turn right and drive through Gate 4/TKD-Micronas areal onto the visitor parking.

By Train
ICE- and EC-Trains hourly to Freiburg Central Station (Freiburg Hbf)
Link: Deutsche Bahn AG

By Bus - from Freiburg Central Train Station (Freiburg Hbf) to NexWafe
In Freiburg the Central Bus Station (ZOB) is located next to the Central Train Station (Hbf). Go by bus from the Central Bus Station with line 7200 (direction: Denzlingen – Emmendingen) or 7209 (direction: Industriegiebiet Nord – Denzlingen) to the Hans-Bunte-Straße. Exit bus stop "Mooswaldallee“. From there walk to the pedestrian crossing at the traffic light and cross the Hans-Bunte-Straße. Turn left, after about 200 meters turn right onto the TDK-Micronas areal.
Link: VAG Freiburg

By Plane
From Airport Basel about one hour drive to NexWafe GmbH or by Airportbus (45 minutes) to Freiburg Hauptbahnhof (central station). Here take bus as described above.
Link: www.freiburger-reisedienst.de